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I suggest ways the discipline of dance can enrich and challenge the discipline of
creative writing. I focus particularly on improvisation in dance, relating this to
creative writing pedagogy, classroom structure and activities. Much possibility exists
in utilising moments when creative arts disciplines touch. How might creative
writers and creative writing courses use such fusions? I draw on material theory and
briefly upon transformative and collaborative education theories in my exploration
of these ideas.
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This Story Wants to be Danced
One afternoon at an interdisciplinary creative arts conference, I watched an
improvised solo dance performance. I was greatly moved. Travelling home
afterwards on public transport, I took out my notebook and began to write a
draft of a piece of fiction. It appeared to be a short story about a sleepwalker.
As well as the subject matter being informed by the dance I had watched, my
language and rhythm were strongly influenced by the vivid memory of the
dancer’s movements and expressions. While watching the dancer perform, I
had found myself fascinated by the metamorphosing of the dance as he
moved, created, improvised. It was unpredictable and kinetic; it was both
familiar and strange.
I finished writing the sleepwalker story, which has now become part of a
chapter in a novel. As I wrote this fiction, I started to think about what a writer
might learn from a dancer. My mind kept returning to the body  the visceral,
the physical, the material.
My intention in this essay is to draw inspiration from dance to suggest ways
that creative writing is sometimes as much about the body as about the mind.
And from that I will extrapolate to how we might use such concepts in the
creative writing classroom.
Bodies in the Classroom
Writing courses are forever proliferating, and it is fruitful to keep
questioning what is being taught and how, in these courses. At the university
where I teach, there is currently an emphasis on the writer being also
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conceived as a thinker. This may translate to writing students being en-
couraged to take complementary courses such as literary studies, philosophy,
history, politics, etc. It may also mean that a high level of theoretical content
(usually literary theory) is incorporated into creative writing units. Yet when I
couple the words writer and thinker, I keep seeing that improvising dancer. I
see his body as not only dancing but also thinking with every movement,
motion, twist, turn, grimace, leap. And my visualisation leads me to recent
publications on the subject of materialist theory, particularly to Paul Carter’s
Material Thinking (2004) and Barbara Bolt’s Art Beyond Representation: The
Performative Power of the Image (2004). Both publications address the visual arts
by focusing on ways that art itself can embody knowledge and research: can
embody and even enact thinking. With these theories in mind, I want to use
fusions between dance (so obviously associated with the body) and writing
(most often associated with the mind) to explore the idea that just as dance is
about thinking as well as physical movement, creative writing can be about
thinking through the body to borrow that famous phrase from writer and theorist
Adrienne Rich (cited in Gallop, 1988: 1).
My suggestion is that the type of creative writing class that strongly focuses
on the act of writing as well as the product of writing may open up alternative
ways of conceiving writers as thinkers, i.e. as thinkers through the body.
The style of teaching writing at university level is of course varied, but most
courses include a combination of common elements. For simplicity I will focus
on fiction-writing classes in the following examples. Most courses will include
instruction in writing techniques such as point of view, style, character, voice,
etc.; reading and responding to exemplary creative writing texts such as short
stories and excerpts of novels; in-class writing exercises; and workshopping 
or reviewing by tutor and class of semi-final drafts of students’ writing. In the
courses that I have studied, taught and/or observed, the two components used
most extensively are instructions in writing technique combined with the
workshopping of semi-final drafts of students’ writing. In such a course, most
if not all of the writing that students complete within the course is done in the
student’s own space, probably in private, and is presented to the tutor and the
class in a reasonably polished and ordered state.
Yet when I consider the way in which I have learned most about writing, I
find that it is in writing practice  in the physical act of writing  although such
moments of writing are always reinforced by my previous and ongoing
learning of technique. It is so obvious that it is a cliche´, yet I think it needs to be
reiterated: most of us learn through doing . I am not disputing the value or
place of polished drafts of writing within the classroom, nor of the work-
shopping process itself. Rather, like reserving the right to enjoy both an
improvised dance performance and an intricately choreographed and re-
hearsed dance performance, I am focusing on the value of improvisation along
with other common components of the creative writing class. My point is that
the habit of intellectualising creative writing in the classroom needs to be
balanced with facilitating creativity  and an effective way of doing that
facilitating is to maintain a focus on thinking that is of and through the body.
In dance, and particularly in dance improvisation, I find a reflection of
written language: of the nuance and detail that makes me passionate about
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writing. My interest is in the clean, strong movements of a well trained dancer
caught in the flaring of inspiration. I think of sound and noise. I am reminded
of how I sometimes desire to speak aloud a phrase or sentence that I have just
read  maybe from a published poem or novel; or from a student’s piece of
work that I am examining and am moved to write: read this aloud  hear its
sounds ; or, if I am lucky enough, from a work of my own, and then I desire to
almost sing it aloud.
In the experience described earlier in this paper, I wrote a piece of fiction
that turned out to make overt use of dance as imagery because of the link
between my sleepwalking character and the dance improvisation I had seen.
But the story was also about cadence, rhythm, consonance, noise and motion.
When writing about my sleepwalker’s movements, I was not only
influenced by their similarity to the movements I had seen in the improvised
dance performance. The shapes of my sentences, the tone of the writing, the
rhythm and the style were all influenced by the memory of motion and sound,
and by the impression made on me of subtlety of movement. While
improvising, the dancer invents and discovers, creates and theorises.
Writing, like dance, is about the body as much as the mind. Writing is
performative and can be affective. The physicality of the creative process of
writing and its resulting energy and affect sometimes seem to be billowing
away like wasted useful power. But energy does not ever go away; does not
dissipate. It is always transferred from one entity to another. Of dance, Foster
(2003: 67) writes:
Each body segment’s sweep across space, whether direct or meandering,
is thought-filled. Each corporealmodulation in effort thinks; each swelling
into tension thinks; each erratic burst of undulation in energy thinks. Each
accented phrasing or accelerating torque or momentary stillness is an
instance of thought. Conceptualized in this way, bodily action constitutes
a genre of discourse.
It is worth noting that such concepts and practices which help to liberate the
dancer’s creative energy can resemble those that may unleash the creative
energy of the writer. Recently I spoke to a dance lecturer about connections
and divergences between our artforms. When I explained that I was not
talking about analysis of dance in writing, but rather about energy and
movement and the creative process, she was interested. But she said that
dancers generally had very little time to participate in interdisciplinary work
because of the large amounts of time needed daily for training and rehearsal.
Physicality, again. Dance, of course, has an obvious physical element, on a
day-to-day basis. Untrained bodies will quickly lose suppleness and flexibility
without training and daily practice. But apart from writer’s cramp and
exhaustion, such bodily problems do not necessarily affect writers. So, a writer
does not necessarily write for hours every day, the way a dancer trains. And
maybe that practice  or rather that lack of practice  needs to be queried.
Transformative education theorist Jack Mezirow (c2000: 10) writes:
To become meaningful, learning requires that new information be
incorporated by the learner into an already well-developed symbolic
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frame of reference, an active process involving thought, feelings, and
disposition.
In my classes, I set writing exercises and tell students they are being given a
gift of writing time . The exercises can consist of almost anything likely to
stimulate writing. I may ask students to bring a small object into class and to
write the story of how that object came into their possession. I may borrow
from Australian writer Kevin Brophy’s approaches and bring in a collection of
fallen leaves and lemons, distribute them, and ask the students to write the
biography of their leaf or lemon.1 Many times, I make up the exercises as I go
along. And there is often resistance from students when it comes to in-class
writing. I’m a private kind of writer; I can’t write spontaneously/under pressure/
in public/in longhand/without my favourite pen . But is writing so different from
dancing, whereby students are expected to practise technique and demon-
strate and literally create their art in the public space of the studio/classroom?
Collaborative education theorist Kenneth Bruffee (1993: 54) states: ‘We tend
to think of writing foundationally as a private, solitary, ‘‘expressive’’ act in
which language is a conduit from solitary mind to solitary mind’. And: ‘What
has led us to misunderstand writing in this way is the solitude most of us
usually require for one aspect of writing  inscription, putting pen to paper or
fingers to keys. . .’. As I read those words, my mind reflects and refracts back to
an inkling that writing students may be well served if their attention is
directed to the moment of writing  the moment of creation rather than always
so much to the finished or semi-finished work.
The Duende
Do improvisations exist only within the moment, ephemeral, valuable only
for what they are at the instance of creation? Dance theorist Victoria Marks
(2003: 261) argues:
Generally speaking, improvisation is a misunderstood phenomenon,
especially within the dance world. Figured as the opposite of choreo-
graphy, improvisation is often seen as free, spontaneous, nontechnical,
wild, or childlike, as if one can simply erase years of physical and
aesthetic training to become a blank slate onto which one’s imagination
can project anything. Of course, as seasoned improvisers know,
improvisation requires training to open the body to new awarenesses
and sensations, and the imagination to new narrative possibilities.
Improvised writing also should not be seen as existing purely as something
that begins and ends in the moment of creation. For instance, Hayes (2003:
111), writing of flamenco dancing, emphasises the intensive layering of skill
and knowledge to be found in the apparently improvised parts of a flamenco
performance:
improvisation provides the opportunity to display both mastery and
abandon in performance. Even the most spontaneous gathering of
dancers who play palmas for one another as they trade solos, the codes
of improvisation are strictly prescribed. Yet dancers find innumerable
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ways to play in and around, to interrupt and recombine elements of
traditional flamenco vocabulary.
Hayes (2003: 113) goes on to discuss a very interesting concept that is often also
used in relation to creative writing: the concept of the duende :
In flamenco, improvisation allows the opportunity of the duende , the
spirit of inspiration that overcomes the dancer and endows his move-
ments with a sense of ‘authenticity’ lacking in fully choreographed
productions. Poet Federico Garcia Lorca ‘defined duende as ‘‘a power,
not a work; it is a struggle, not a thought ’’’ (ibid). For Lorca, the duende
seems always to invoke a sense of loss, a momentary surrender of the self
in the moment and the potential eradication of the self through a
proximity to death.
I am reminded of the marvels that sometimes take place in the writing
classroom. A writing exercise is set; students bend to write in their note-
books  but always someone has forgotten to bring a notebook or pen (to a
writing class!) and there is the shuffling about of borrowing, and the flipping
over of handouts and scraps of paper to find blank space for writing. Some
begin straight away, writing furiously, pausing only to shake the pen, to
furiously scribble out a sentence, to turn a page. Others hesitate, staring about
the room, sometimes glaring at me, only starting to write at the last moment.
Occasionally someone refuses to write anything, but it’s not often an act they
will repeat once they realise everyone but them has something to share with
the class. And then arrives that time for reading aloud. Some will be sheepish
and apologetic, self-deprecating, even miserable. But a transformation
happens as we move around the room, around the table. Every student is
rapt in what the others have to say: in what the others have written. Judging by
the change of energy in the room, this seems to be the students’ favourite part
of the class. They are invigorated by hearing their peers read what they have
just written. The duende  Lorca’s power, Lorca’s struggle  can never be
planned ahead, never directed or orchestrated. It happens in action, in motion.
For accomplished writers, if the duende is to be found at all, it most likely
happens in the writer’s private studio. But inexperienced writers do not
necessarily have studios. Certainly they may have space for writing, but the
question is, do they write? Like most teachers of writing, I quite often hear the
plaintive: I can’t get started; I can’t think of anything to write about, when I’m ready
to write, no ideas come . In an impatient moment, an instructor may be tempted
to say: If you don’t have anything to write about, if you’re not driven to write about
anything, then don’t write. Do something else. There are enough writers in the world .
But we do not have to assume that our students will become published writers.
If they come to us with the desire to write, then we can use all our resources
and knowledge to help them find satisfaction in what they do, even if the
outcome is not publication and fame. My answer, then, is to give students the
space and the moment to write.
In writing, sometimes duende emerges from the movement of energy about a
room full of people writing. We can bring semi-finished manuscripts to class
and share them too, but it is a very different activity to being in the vicinity of
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people writing  of writers making the first messy movements of creation with
all its potential and all its raggedness.
Improvisation and writing in situ must not be overlooked for its value in
developing the writer as thinker. A writer’s improvisation can serve many
purposes. Like the dancer’s work, it is never truly ephemeral. It is always
ghosted by past rigorous learning and technique. And the improvisation itself
continues to ghost the writer: to be part of the writer’s repertoire, part of
their writing history, and thus must influence the writer’s future work.
The writer’s knowledge and experience is  among other methods and
practices  embodied within the act of writing, and ultimately embodied within
the writer’s body.
Correspondence
Any correspondence should be directed to Dr Gaylene Perry, Faculty of
Arts, Deakin University, 221 Burwood Hwy, Burwood, Vic. 3125, Australia
(gaylene.perry@deakin.edu.au).
Note
1. Other examples may include one of the myriad exercises suggested by Kate
Grenville in The Writing Book (1990), particularly the ones that speciﬁcally
encourage play with language: e.g. ‘Write a paragraph without using the letter
‘‘e’’ ’ (p. 17), or ‘Write a paragraph in which the ﬁrst word starts with ‘‘a’’, the
second word starts with ‘‘b’’ and so on through the alphabet’ (p. 17); or exercises
drawn from Tristine Rainer in Your Life as Story (1997) or Deena Metzger inWriting
For Your Life (1992).
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